Due to the Coronavirus, our doors are closed to the public effective immediately.

This does not mean we are not accepting applications or any other paperwork at this time. We have implemented a means for you to drop off your applications/plans in the drop off box by the front door.

Please call our office during normal business hours Monday-Friday 7:30am-4:30pm.

Please call (410) 535-3922 Extensions 11, 10, 25.

Any of those will reach a live person during the business day.

**NO AFTER HOURS DROP OFF**

*We thank you for your understanding at this time.*
Applications can be emailed to:

mdh-dl-calchd-environmental-health@maryland.gov

Contact Information for Division of Environment Health Staff:

Amanda.lamb@maryland.gov ext #11
Kristen.wallo@maryland.gov ext #10
Carrie.antonetti@maryland.gov ext #25
Matthew.cumers@maryland.gov
Gregory.deboe@maryland.gov ext. #12
Jessica.williams@maryland.gov ext #15
James.whitney@maryland.gov ext #17
Abigail.myers@maryland.gov ext #19
Austin.folkman@maryland.gov ext #20
Justin.groff@maryland.gov ext #21
Duane.western@maryland.gov ext #22
Brooke.hebb@maryland.gov ext #24
Taylor.merchant@maryland.gov ext #28